Physics

Name ____________________________
Period _________

Individual or Group Evaluation
Each member of the group is responsible for their own learning but the main function of the group is to
help each other learn. If you can work as a group to understand material, be willing to ask for help when you
need it as well as teach others what you know you will come away from this class with a much greater set of
skills than you came in with. This will also vastly improve the grade you would have obtained without the
group.
On the back of this sheet you will find the rubric that you will be using to evaluate yourself. After you
are done evaluating your own performance within the group, evaluate your fellow group members below using
the same rubric you used for yourself
Name: ___________________________________
1. Participated in group discussion without prompting
2. Did his or her fair share of the work
(white boarding & problem solving)
3. Participated but did not dominate the group, interrupted
others, spoke too much
4. Paid attention, listened to what was being said and done
during discussions or group work
5. Stayed on the topic and did not try to get others off topic
6. Was considerate by making positive, encouraging remarks
about group members and their ideas
7. Tried to involve others
8. Helped others learn within the group
9. Worked to make the group work an enjoyable experience
10. Was always prepared and had homework completed
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Grade

1. Participated in
group discussion
without prompting

Was withdrawn from the
group or constantly
needed to be asked to be
involved

Was an active participant
only about 50% of the
time

Was an active participant
at least 90% of the time

2. Did his or her fair
share of the work
(white boarding &
problem solving)

Rarely helped the group

Sometimes helped the
group

Always helped the group

3. Participated but
did not dominate the
group, interrupted
others, spoke too
much

Completely dominated
the discussions & never
let others join in the
thinking or doing process

Participated and usually
let others contribute

Participated and always
worked with others to
come to group
conclusions

Often not paying attention

Usually listens to others
during the discussions
and group work

Always listens to others
during the discussions
and group work

Rarely focused on the
topic at hand & tried to
get others off topic

Sometimes was off topic
but never hindered the
groups performance

Was always on task and
kept others on task as
well

Negative group member

Positive group member
who was encouraging

A leader within the group
who helped everyone feel
they had something to
contribute

Rarely asked for others
input

Sometimes asks for others
input

Always asks for others
input

Contributions did not help
members learn the
material

Contributions were
helpful to the group
learning process

Contributions were
extremely valuable to the
group learning process

Did not make the group
work enjoyable

Had no effect positive or
negative

Made the group work
enjoyable

Rarely were prepared

Sometimes were prepared

Were always prepared

4. Paid attention,
listened to what was
being said and done
during discussions or
group work
5. Stayed on the topic
and did not try to get
others off topic
6. Was considerate
by making positive,
encouraging
remarks about group
members and their
ideas
7. Tried to involve
others
8. Helped others
learn within the
group
9. Worked to make
the group work an
enjoyable experience
10. Was always
prepared and had
homework completed
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